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Knowledge Systems
Overview
very civilization possesses a vasr
body of knowledge unique to it:s
view of and experience with irs environment. For instance, for at lease Lhree
millennia Chinese civilization conceived in
its own way a vast array of information
organized in a unique manner char defined
what was Chinese. As recentl}' as a hundred years ago the Chinese had lheir own
unique ways of thinking about all areas of
human concern, such as geogmphy,
botany, agriculture, cuisine, medicine, an,
literature, mathematics, astronomy, technology, governmem, and ethics. Now modern knowledge systems have either been
laid over the cop of or have com pletely
replaced many of rhe old ways in China, as
in all other pares of the globe. The modern
world and its ways of thinking developed
out of one earlier area civilization-the
western European tradition-in just the
lase few hundred years. In the process, the
West has come to domin,1ce virtually every
former civilization and cuJture by the force
of science, a European invention, and the
resulting rechnologicaJ power, economic
might, military prowess. and communications capabilities. But if we wane co ny to
understand one of those former civilizations-whether it be Chinese or
Mesoamerican-we need co step back
from our own frame of reference and see
the world through their eyes.
The Spanish Conquest of Mesoamerica
was an early stage in the spread of those
wesrern European ideas and insticutions.
ln the New World the sudden arrival of the
new ways aJmosr torally overwhelmed patterns of living chat had been accumulating
for thousands of years. Those now-extinct
conceptions and behaviors were as different from European manners of d1oughr
and acrion as were traditional Chinese
modes.
Within the Mesoamerican culcure area
we detect locaJ differences in derails, yet
much key knowledge was held in common
throughout the area. For example, while
each group's caJendar differed slightJy
from those of their neighbors. the principles used co form chem all were essentiaJly
the same. Meanwhile, structures were
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planned and built in all portions of the
area on the same ard1icectural principles
and, as far as possible, with similar materials, despite obvious variation in sryles.
Musical inscrumems and rhymmic forms,
disease diagnosis and treatment, and
astronomical conceptions were all generally shared across the regional cultures.
Thus knowledgeable persons from one
region couJd carry on informed di,;cussion
w ith their peers anywhere else within the
Mesoamerican cenitory.
Here we will consider two key
knowledge systems, making written
records and the astronomically based
cal endar.

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MOR1'10N LIPE
oes the Book of Mormon indicote the
development of broadly shored ways
of thinking and doing among its vorious
peoples? Yes, of numerous points. For
instance, the people of Zorohemlo in the
third century B.C., although of different language ond cultural heritage at first contact,
learned the language of the Nephites ond
come to follow their governmentol scheme
ond lows (see Omni 1: 14-9). The reverse of
the process must olso hove gone on in
respect to other knowledge. The system of
weights, measures, and money employed by
the Nephites hod visible similarities to, ond
apparently was derived from, the Joredite
system, probably through the "Mulekites" os
intermediaries (see Alma 11 :4)! 1~ Nephite
priestly dissenters, the Amulonites, taught the
Nephite writing system among the lomanites
(see Mosioh 24:4), who then produced their
own books {see Helomon 3: 15). 120 A cult
known os the order of Neher spread throughout Nephite territory and for into Lomonife
country in o matter of o few yeors {see Alma
chapter l ; 14:16; 21:4; 24:28). The
Joredite-originoted 121 secret society pattern
become widespreod throughout Nephite and
Lomanite londs (see Ether 8:9- 19; Helomon
6:26-30; 3 Nephi 3:9; 4 Nephi 1:46). 122
Trade, which was conducted throughout the
entire geographical area, was focilitoted by,
and in tum focilitoted, the shoring of common
knowledge systems (see Mosioh 24:6-7;
Helomon 6:7- 9; 4 Nephi 1:46).

D

The tronsmiiSion of sophislicoted elements of culturol knowledge through the generotions in Mesoomerica depended on written records. This fine
Jaina-style figurine from around A.O. 700 underlines how the control of books conferred power on the lowlond Moyo elite, one of whom is shown here,
and on the elite in other Mesoomerfcon societies.
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Writing and Records
n only one pan of the New World was
genuine ancient writing in use on a
regular, culturally significant basis. That
was Mesoamerica, For nearly twenry-five
hundred years before che Spaniards
arri ved we find direct evidence for writing
in the form of accual remains of c.1ocuments (mainly on scone) and indirect evidence chrough represencacion in art
depicting characrers, documents, or
scribes. Ar least fifleen different script.,; are
known from chis area, and their use
screeched over millennia.123 The earliesr
wri ting was already quite sophisticated.
That implies that still earUer wrluen macerial awairs archaeological discovery.
Aztec records are the besl described.
They induded "annals of ancient times,
contemporary events. year countS,
accounrs compiled yearly, specific records
for each year, books of each day and day·
by-day counr.s or diaries. "124 Some of the
records constituted histo1ies of peoples
that incorporated accounrs of "victories,
defeats, the lives of rulers, memorable
ceremonial occasions,'' and even "the
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This figure, the •xribe of Cuilapon,• is named
aher the place in Oamo where ii was found.
It is considered to represent o keeper of
records. Observers hove noted its general
similarity lo representations of Egyptian
scribes, although ii is not dear what that
might mean.

On o large, carved stone that is now port of o
wall ot Monte Alban is this Zopotec inscription.
It dates lo the early centuries A.O. Inscribed
steloe (large free-standing stones) or panels
like this were ohen used in Mesoomerican
architecture and site planning to evoke
religious devotion in or communicate political
propaganda to the public.
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advemures of individual heroes, often in
intimate and vivid detail."t2~ Letters were
also exchanged.
We know a good deal abouL the Mayan
writing u-adition from four preserved
Mayan books or codices, sixteen Lineage
histories from Yucatan (the Chilam Balam
records, wricten in the European alphabec
soon after the Conquest), and inscriptions
on many swne monumenrs. The Maya
"used to write their histories, and the ceremonies and method of sacri fices co their
idols, and their calendar, in books." Also
''they had written records of . .. the prognostications of their prophets and the lives
... of their lorcls."t26fu and trade records
were also kept.I~ Other Mesoamerican
peoples had similar types of documents.
Rec()rd!l of the cypt::S mentioned were
surely kept long before as well, in the
Cla!lsic and even the Pre-Classic petiod,
before A.O. 300. In fact, many of the documents recorded al Lhe time of the
Conquest wer e "simply transcri ptions of
the old hieroglyphic manuscripts" puc into
Spanish char'c1crers.12s
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VISUALIZING BOOK Of HORMON LIFE
ccording to the Book of Mormon account,
the carving of texts on stone was being
done at the behest of royally as early as the
sixth century B.C. (see Omni 1 :20-2). By the
first century B.C., the Nephite history reports
that "there ore many records kept of the
proceedings of this people, by many of this
people, which ore particular and very large"
(Helomon 3: 13). Moreover, the tradition of
literacy probably continued ofter the destruction at Cumoroh among "robbers" (Mormon
8:9; these were either ex- Nephites or totally
other people) and among descendants of former Nephites who hod defected lo the
Lomanites (see Moroni 9:24). Anyway, the
Lomanites were earlier said to hove copied
the Nephite pattern (see Mosiah 24 :6), so 'the
tradition of written records would likely hove
continued among them regardless of what
happened lo ex-Nephile groups.

A

One of the most interesting of the obscure writing systems is found only on this roller seal that wo.s uncovered occidentally
ot lhe site of Tlatilco, jusl west of Mexico Oty. From other maleriols ol lhe site, the writing oppeors to dote between 400
and 700 B.L Experts hove suggested that ii represents writing even more advanced than the hieroglyphic or pictorial
writing typical of Mesoomerico.'"

This is how the whole inscription on the Tlotilco roller seal looks when rolled out. Corl Hugh Jones hos compared these
characters lo those on the Anthon transcript, which Joseph Smith copied from the record 1h01 he tronsloted. His conclusion
wos that only o few of the choraders were not shored by the two sourtes.111
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In a little vignette on a Mayo
vase, o rabbit busily points on
o codex. Arabbit was thought
lo be visible on the face of the
moon, ond the onimol was a
patron of scribes.

Our understanding ol writing in Mesoomerico is for from complete.

Here ore samples of apparent scripts that hove been discovered but
for which we hove little or no hls!oricol or cultural context.
162
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BOOKS
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n the sixleenth century the European invaders

found large numbers of books in use that
the natives held in great resped. Those handproduced books ore coiled codices (singular,

codex). Michael D. Coe supposes that "there
most hove been thousands of such books in
Classic Ifmes" (A.D. 300-900). 31 Mosf records
were destroyed by zealous Spanish priests who
suspected (corredly) that they were on integral
port of the old religious system that they wanted
to destroy completely. 132
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he Book of Mormon reports that books
were used by the Jorediles, Nephites, ond

Lomonites from perhaps the third millennium
B.C. until al least A.O. 400. uMony books" were
in use among the Nephites in the first century
B.C. (Helomon 3: 15; see 3: 13). Mormon, the

lost major writer in the Nephite tradition,
buried a whole library of such documents during his people's rinol days in the late fourth
century A.O. (see Mormon 6:6; compare 1 :3).

The Madrid Codex loostituled on olmanal of ostrologicol predidions dattng oround the
lime of the Spaniard$' arrival.

An arlist hos alcurotely reconstructed the processes of popermaking, ink preparation, and codex pointing omong the Moya. The basics were lhe
some throughout much of Mesoomerico.
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Calendar, Astronomy,
and Astrology
very Mesoamerican people considered their calendar to be more than
a practical tool for keeping track of
time. A calendar was more like a pseudoscientific model of the unfolding of each
individual's and society's history and fate.
There was not just a single calendar
bUL severa.l. One system was buUc around
13 numbered days (a sore of "week"). A
separate cycle of 20 days provided a rough
equjvalem to a "month." In the 20-day
cycle each day was named for a god. The
two cycles ran in para.lie!. Thus a day
would be labeled, say, 4 according to the
first count but Chuen in the second.
Another day 4 Chuen would nae come
around again in rhe meshing of the cwo
cycles for 260 days (making one kind of
"year'). But there were ocher counts going
on simultaneously. A 360-day "year" and,
for different purposes, a 365-day "year"
were also counted. Cycles of the moon
were also cracked, and there probably was
a 7-day "week" (one-fourth of a lunax
month) as well. Even the cycle for the
appearance of Venus was calculated.
MaSte1ing this maze of interlocking counts
clearly involved a high degree of expertise,
constant attention, and books.
In the best-known regional version,
chat of the Maya in Yucatan, the mosc basic
year consisted of 360 days (markjng one

E

Deloils of how Mesoamerican ostrooomers
mode !heir observollons ore nowhere
described, but sketches like this from on Aztec
source, lhe Codex Borbonicus, let us know Iha!
sighting devices were used to assist.

This sketch uses meshed gears to show how
separately running calendar cycles combined to
delermine the changing designations ol the
days in the Maya calendar.
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Maya tun). 'Jwency tuns formed a katun
(20 x 360=7,200 days) or approximately
20 of our years. Eacb kacun period was
identified by the name of the day thar
began ic-karun 11 Ahau had its start on
the day thac was named 11 Ahau. The way
the cycles meshed, Ir would be 260 tw1S
(256 of our years) before the clay 11 Ahau
would again begin a kacun. To refer to
katun 11 Ahau would define a period of
history somewhat like our speaking of the
fifteenth centUI)'.
The Maya believed thac each period of
this calendrical hisCOI)' would essemial.ly
reenact what had gone on during the lase
era when the same calendar label had
been in use. 133 lf karun 11 Ahau had
proved disastrous before, according to the
astrologjcal almanac, then look ouc the
next time 11 Ahau was slated co begin the
karun; it coo would bring bad news.
Astronomy as rhe accumulation of a
mass of information on the heavenly bodies for its own sake was unknown. The
observations were to construct or document astrological models. Thus even
though enough data had been collected
and conceptualized that certain eclipses
could be predicted, rhe interest of the
Mesoamericans was not ln the eclipse as
such bur in the sacred significance that
they supposed was behind it.
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VISUALIZING BOOK Of HOR~ION LIFE
hile little is said in the Nephite record
about their calendar, the few glimpses
we gel show us that they took colendricol
cycling ond its fateful consequences seriously,
in general agreement with Mesoomericon
thought.
The Nephites used several colendricol
systems that ron concurrently. In the first
place, os Randoll P. Spackman hos convinc·
ingly argued, 13' their founders must hove
maintained the moon-based calendar of the
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Jews ofter they left Jerusalem (see Omni
1:21). Another count of years wos begun with
the departure from the land of Judah. Loter,
ol least two other counts were employed, ond
oll four were meshed. How the cycles related
wos historically very significant.
Third Nephi l : 1 shows the pattern most
clearly: the 91 st year in the era of the rule of
judges over the Nephites coincided with the
end of the 600th year since Lehi deported
from Jerusalem. Moreover, the year. wos
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Archite<lure sometimes reflected the calendar.
This pyramid ol the site of El Tojin in northern
Veracruz hos 365 niches 1h01 ore meant to
represent the do~ of the solar year. Masonry
designs elsewhere use colendor·signlficonl
numbers such os 13, 52, ond 260 in this some
general woy. (Th.e ldeo moy hove seemed
nolurol for those concerned with as!ronomy;
one old Korean observatory consiS1ed of o
tower 1h01contained 366 stones laid up in
courses of 28--the number of days in the
lunar month.)121
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related lo astronomical phenomeno- "signs"
(3 Nephi l :4; see l :8, 9), and particularly a
sign involving the failure of o regular night of
darkness (see 3 Nephi l :8; Helamcrn 14:3).
The 600-yeor interval hod first been prophesied by founder Nephi, (see 1 Nephi 10:4;
19:8; 2 Nephi 25: 19). Samuel, the Lomonile
prophet, reiterated the prediction with greater
detail in l O or 11 B.C. In five more years, he
announced, the great sign of the coming of
the Messiah would be given. There would
occur a night without darkness, o new star
would appear, and there would be many
signs and wonders in heaven (see Helomon
14:2- 6). The signs appeared as scheduled.
By the 100th year of the reign of the judges,
609 Nephite years hod passed since Lehi's
departure (see 3 Nephi 2:5- 7) . "Now lhe
Nephites began to reckon their time from this
period when the sign was given" (3 Nephi
2:8).
The pattern of colendricol, astronomical,
and prophetic calculations among the
Nephiles was confirmed a few years later
when the record reports the great physical
catastrophe that marked the crucifixion. '~nd
now ii come lo poss that according to our
record, and we know our record to be true,
for [if was kepf by o prophet] .. . if there was
no mistake made by this man in the reckoning of our time, the thirty and third year hod
passed away; and the people began to look
with great earnestness for the sign which hod
been given by the prophet Samuel, . • . darkness for the space of three days" (3 Nephi
8:1 - 3).

These Aztec symbols (the six symbols in the
vertical column above, from Sahagun) were
used by astronomers lo represenl some of the
bodies or constellations they observed in lhe
heavens. Incidentally, the practice of connecting
circles with lines to represent a constellation
was known only in Chino ond in ancient
Mesoomerico.u, The four symbols on the right
were used by the Moya. Note the rabbit in the
moon motif in both Aztec and Maya symbols.
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The sense of inevitability that the
Nephites felt about colendricol prophecy is
also like that in Mesoomerica. Both Almo 2
and Samuel foresaw the destruction of the
Nephife people as definitely going to occur
some ''four hundred years" ofter the birth of
Christ (see Alma 45: 10; see 45: 11 - 2;
Helomon 13:5; confirmed by Moroni2 in
Mormon 8:6). {I have suggested further parallels lo patterns of Mayo colendricol prophecy in another publicotion.)136
A vignette in the story of Nephite-Lomonite
warfare underlines how the calendar could
shape their behavior in a Mesoomericon
manner. A massive Lomonite expeditionary
force was on the verge of gaining control of
the narrow neck of land from the Nephites
when they comped on the beach near the city
Bountiful, their last obstacle (see Alma
51 :26-32). The Nephite captain Teoncum
crept info the enemy comp of night and
silently killed the enemy leader (see Alma
51 :33-4). The next morning happened to be
the astrologically significant (in Mesoomericon
terms) first day of lhe new year. "Behold, when
the lamonites awoke on the first morning of
the first month, behold, they found Amolickioh
was dead in his own lenl. . . . When the
lomonites sow this they were offrighted; and
they abandoned their design in marching into
the land northward, and retreated with all
their army into the city of Mulek" (Alma
52 : 1- 2). The timing of Teoncum's act of psychological warfare could not hove been better,
nor more instructive about the powerful role
of colendricol expectations.
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ARCBAEOASTRONOMICAL ALIGNMENTS
ines of sight to where the sun,
moon, and stars appeared on the
horizon ol key times in the colendor
were used in picking sites for settlements and aligning structures thereon
(somewhat in the manner of the
Chinese with their pseudoscience,
geomoncy, by which they erected and
oriented structures in accord with the
supposed flow of forces in the earth).
For example, V. Garth Norman hos
shown that the key structures in the
main group at the site of lzopa, near
the border between the state of
Chiopos ond Guatemala, ore lined up
in relation to each other, to the stand-
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ing stone monuments, ond to mountain
peaks on the horizon over which the
sun or moon rose or sel at crucial
calendar dotes.'33 The entire site was
consciously laid out and built as o
kind of cosmic calculator before the
Christion era.
Orientations of this sort ore found
throughout Mesoomerico ond must
hove been begun early, because the
original spots on which important sites
were founded were chosen with this
thinking in mind. This mop'~ shows
some of the cities thot were sited in
relation to on adjacent peak that was
astronomically significant.

VtSllAUZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE
otter-day Saint readers may find it
interesting that al least three major
sites were laid out in relation to sunrise
over Cerro El Vigia in the Tuxtlas
Mountains of southern Veracruz, since it
is the likely site for the hill Cumorah of
the Nephites and the hill Ramah of the
Jaredites. 1
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CITIES
ALIGN WITH
PEAKS AT
SOLS TIC.ES

.& Mountain
Peaks

• City Sites
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